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Conflict Update # 163 

August 26th, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Russian losses – 46,250 (+400) soldiers killed and 138,750 injured, 1,936 (+7) enemy tanks, 4,251 (+6) armored  

combat vehicles, 1,040 (+2) artillery systems, 272 (+0) MLRS systems, 148 (+0) air defense systems, 234 (+0) warplanes, 

202 (+0) helicopters, 834 (+6) UAVs of the operational-tactical level, 196 (+6) cruise missiles, 15 (+0) warships/cutters, 

3,162 (+2) trucks and tankers, 76 fuel bowsers and 99 (+0) units of specialized equipment. 

Key takeaways 

The International Atomic Energy 

Agency (IAEA) stated that elements of the 

Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Plant  (ZNPP) 

reconnected to the Ukrainian power grid on 

August 26. 

Russian occupation authorities remain 

unlikely to successfully conduct sham 

referenda to annex Ukrainian territory into 

the Russian Federation by early September, 

despite reports of advancing preparations 

for referenda. 

Russian forces conducted limited 

ground attacks southwest of Izyum, 

northeast and south of Bakhmut, and on the 

northwestern outskirts of Donetsk City. 

Ukrainian forces continued targeting 

Russian ground lines of communication 

(GLOCS) and military infrastructure in 

Kherson Oblast which support operations on 

the west bank of the Dnipro River. 

Russian federal subjects (regions) 
continued additional recruitment drives for 

volunteer battalions, which continue to 

deploy to Ukraine. 

Subordinate main effort—Southern Kharkiv, Donetsk, Luhansk Oblasts - Russian forces conducted a limited 

ground attack southwest of Izyum on August 26. The Ukrainian General Staff (UGS) reported that Russian troops 

attacked toward Karnaukhivka, 25km southwest of Izyum. ISW has previously reported that limited Russian ground 

attacks southwest of Izyum are likely spoiling attacks to disrupt Ukrainian forces, rather  than attacks intended to take 
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territory along an axis of advance. Russian forces continued artillery strikes along the Izyum-Slovyansk line near the 

Kharkiv-Donetsk Oblast border and additionally shelled a technical college in Slovyansk. 

Russian forces did not conduct any confirmed ground attacks toward Siversk on August 26 and fired on Siversk and 

surrounding settlements. 

Russian forces continued ground attacks 

northeast and south of Bakhmut on August 

26. UGS stated that Russian troops attacked 

near Soledar and Bakhmutske, both within 

10km northeast of Bakhmut. Russian sources 

claimed that Russian and proxy troops, along 

with Wagner Group mercenaries, are fighting 

in Soledar and along the eastern approaches 

to Bakhmut. UGS also reported that Russian 

troops attempted to advance from Kodema, 

about 13km southeast of Bakhmut. 

Russian forces conducted a limited ground 

attack on the northwestern outskirts of 

Donetsk City on August 26. UGS stated that 

Russian troops attempted to improve their 

tactical position and advance toward 

Nevelske, less than 10km from the 

northwestern outskirts of Donetsk City and 

directly adjacent to Russian-occupied Pisky. 

Russian forces also continued artillery strikes 

against Ukrainian positions along the 

Avdiivka-Donetsk City frontline. 

Russian forces did not conduct any confirmed 

ground attacks southwest of Donetsk City on 

August 26. Russian sources indicated that 

Russian and proxy troops are continuing to 

prioritize offensive operations in the 

Vuhledar area, about 35km southwest of 

Donetsk City. UGS reported that Russian 

forces conducted air and artillery strikes 

southwest of Donetsk City toward the 

Zaporizhia-Donetsk Oblast border. 

Supporting effort #1—Kharkiv City - Russian forces did not conduct any confirmed ground attacks in northeastern 

Kharkiv Oblast on August 26. Ukrainian and Russian sources reported that Russian troops continued offensive 

operations to contest positions north of Kharkiv City and conducted air and artillery strikes along the line of contact. 
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Supporting effort #2—Southern - 

Russian forces did not conduct any 

confirmed ground assaults in Zaporizhia  

Oblast on August 26. UGS reported that 

Russian forces conducted airstrikes against 

Hulyaipole and Olhivske, roughly 20km 

northeast of Hulyaipole. Russian forces 

continued heavy shelling along the line of 

contact, including near Hulyaipole and 

Huliaipilske on the T0814 highway and 

Orikhiv and Mala Tokmachka on the T0815 

highway. 

Russian sources claimed that Ukrainian 

forces continued to shell the Zaporizhzhia 

Nuclear Power Plant (ZNPP) on August 26. 

The Russian Ministry of Defense (MoD) 

accused Ukrainian forces of shelling the 

ZNPP’s oxygen-nitrogen station and an area 

of special building No. 1 on August 25-26. 

Ukrainian sources separately reported that 

Russian forces struck Nikopol, Marhanets, 

and Chervonohryhorivka, all on the opposite 

bank of the Dnipro River from Enerhodar. 

Russian forces did not conduct any 

confirmed ground assaults in Kherson or 

Mykolaiv Oblasts on August 26. UGS 

reported that Russian forces conducted 

airstrikes on unspecified infrastructure 

facilities near Oleksandrivka (west Kherson 

Oblast), Lozove (near the Ukrainian bridgehead over the Inhulets River), and Olhyne (south of Kryvyi Rih on the T2207 

highway). Ukraine’s Southern Operational Command Spokesperson Vladyslav Nazarov reported that Russian forces 

struck the Mykolaivskyi district with S-300 anti-air systems. Russian forces continued shelling along the line of contact. 

Ukrainian forces continued to target Russian ground lines of communication (GLOCS) and military infrastructure in 

Kherson Oblast which support Russian operations on the right bank of the Dnipro River. Ukrainian forces again struck 

the Antonivsky road bridge near Kherson City on August 26, likely disrupting Russian efforts to repair the bridge. 

Footage from August 25 shows Russian forces operating pontoon bridges adjacent to the road bridge. Satellite imagery 

from August 23 and August 25 shows significant damage to the  Antonivsky road bridge from Ukrainian strikes. 

Ukrainian forces also struck the Darivka road bridge over the Inhulets River, and Nazarov stated that the strikes 

rendered the bridge inoperable. Nazarov also reported that Ukrainian forces targeted Russian force concentrations, 

ammunition depots, and equipment stores in Kherson Oblast, including command and control elements of the Russian 

98th Airborne Division in Dudchany, Kherson Oblast. Ukrainian forces conducted airstrikes against Russian air defense 

infrastructure in Novovoskresenske, northern Kherson Oblast, and Kherson City on August 25. 

Russian forces continued to redeploy military equipment from Crimea to Russia, likely in response to ongoing Ukrainian 

strikes against Russian rear areas in Crimea. Business Insider reported on August 26 that Russian forces transferred six 
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Su-35S fighter jets and four MiG-31BM interceptors from Crimea to mainland Russia, most likely due to the threat of 

Ukrainian strikes. A Russian milblogger agreed with the Business Insider report and claimed that Russian forces are 

strengthening air defenses in Crimea to counter Ukrainian strikes as current Russian air defenses are ineffective against 

small Ukrainian unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). 

Mobilization and force generation efforts - Russian federal subjects (regions) are launching additional 

recruitment drives for volunteer battalions, which continue to deploy to Ukraine. Local Primorye outlet Primorskaya 

Gazeta reported on August 26 that Prymorskyi Krai’s 240-man-strong “Tigr” volunteer battalion (which is part of the 

Russian 155th Separate Naval infantry Brigade) participated in its first combat operation in an unspecified location in 

Ukraine.  

ISW first reported on the ”Tigr” Battalion on July 16. Russian media also reported that Bashkortostan’s “Shaimuratov” 

and “Dostavalov” volunteer battalions are completing their training and will deploy to Ukraine at an unspecified date in 

the near future. Local Russian media also reported that a few dozen Russian volunteers of Tyumen Oblast’s “Tobol” and 

“Tayga” battalions deployed to training grounds for combat training ahead of deploying to Ukraine. Russian sources 

also confirmed the first combat losses among Russian prisoners who recently joined the Wagner Group. 

Ukrainian strike 'kills 200 Russian paratroopers in makeshift 

HQ in occupied Luhansk region' - Ukraine  has killed 200 Russian 

paratroopers in a missile strike on their base in the occupied region of 

Luhansk.  

Luhansk governor Serhiy Gaidai claimed the Russian soldiers were killed 

in a Ukrainian strike on their headquarters in the city of Kadiivka, 

eastern Ukraine, last night. 

Images shared by Gaidai appear to show the damaged remains of a 

hotel that had been used as a base by Russian soldiers in Kadiivka. 

He added on Facebook: 'In the temporarily occupied Kadiivka, Luhansk 

region, Ukrainian soldiers destroyed the base of the Russians they 

equipped at the hotel 'Donbass'. 

'200 military airborne troops of the Russian Federation eliminated.' 

Ukrainian forces operating behind Russian lines – Reports are being received of Ukrainian specialist forces 

operating behind Russian front lines and in Crimea. 

They are reportedly setting off explosions and attacking Russian positions from behind, creating severe anxiety in 

enemy ranks and in Russian holidaymakers in Crimea. 

Ukraine strikes bridges – again – Russian engineers are struggling to repair bridges over the Dnipro river as 

pontoons are proving disastrously inadequate and slow. 

But Ukrainian HIMARS operators know the exact coordinates of the locations and have been striking them whilst they 

are working on the bridges. 

Lukashenko congratulates Ukraine on its independence – President Lukashenko of Belarus congratulated 

Ukrainian President Zelenskyy on the country’s Independence Day.  

This has irked his Russian colleagues and comrades. 
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Russian “stories” of deception – General Shoigu, commander of Russian forces in Ukraine has stated that his 

forces are moving slower than planned so as to “minimize civilian casualties.” That this is why they are making such 

slow progress, he says. 

This is a major mis-statement - as has transpired throughout Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. 

When defeated in the north they stated that they were withdrawing to the east as a “sign of goodwill.” When 

retreating from Snake Island, again they stated they are retreating, “as  a sign of goodwill.” 

Whenever Russia suffers a reverse or some misstep, they quickly issue such statements, as if the world at large will 

attach any significance to them. The statements are instead geared to the Russian people, viewing such “moves” as 

magnanimous actions by Russian forces. 

Cheap Chinese drones – Ukrainian forces are purchasing cheap Chinese drones off the Ali Baba portal and using 

these against Russia positions. 

They adapt the drones to enable them to carry smaller sized ordnance capable of striking tanks from above, 

penetrating the turret and setting off explosive rounds within the tank hull.  

Ukrainian attacks are frightening Russian tourists and forcing Russia’s army to change tactics - At least 

two things were striking about one of the first videos that emerged of an attack on Russia’s Saki Air Base in Crimea on 

Aug. 9. One was the size of the mushroom cloud in the background. The other was the sight of clearly alarmed Russian 

tourists in bathing suits and beach wraps scattering from their cabanas. The first attests to Ukraine’s demonstrated 

ability to strike targets deep behind Russian lines. The second shows the degree to which Crimea — the peninsula that 

Russia annexed in 2014 — has been cut off from the war raging just a few miles away, and the sense of calm and 

security that has prevailed there. 

That calm has now been shattered. It started in a relatively small way last month, when a Ukrainian drone flew into the 

courtyard of the Russian Black Sea Fleet’s headquarters in the Crimean city of Sevastopol, injuring five people and 

forcing the cancellation of Navy Day celebrations. Russian beachgoers might have kept to their routines. 

According to Western officials quoted by Reuters, the strike on Saki may have knocked out half the Black Sea Fleet’s 

combat aircraft. The Russian military wasn’t particularly known for naval aviation to begin with, and that toll would 

represent a small proportion of total Russian air power, but it could have an impact on Russia’s ability to project power 

in the Black Sea and southern Ukraine. 

A week after the Saki strike, an ammunition depot in Crimea exploded; this time the Russian defense ministry blamed 

an “act of sabotage.” That same day, there was an explosion at a different air base. The attacks have continued, 

including a second drone strike on the fleet headquarters on Aug. 20. 

While Crimea is still not seeing anywhere near the level of violence visited on eastern or southern Ukraine, the strikes 

deep in the heart of a place that has been safely in Russian hands for eight years are creating difficult military and 

political challenges for the Kremlin. They are also raising questions about just how far Ukraine will be able to push its 

campaign to recover territory it lost to Russia, nearly a decade ago. 

‘Mykolaiv was to be next city to fall, but Russia failed terribly’ -  After quickly occupying Kherson in the first 

days of the full-scale invasion, Russia turned its sight towards Mykolaiv, Ukraine’s shipbuilding center. 

Many expected the regional capital of 480,000 people to fall next. 

On Feb. 25, one day after Russia began its invasion and southern offensive, Major General Dmytro Marchenko was sent 

to his home region tasked with defending Mykolaiv. He has been in charge of the key city’s defense ever since. 
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“When I arrived, there were no checkpoints, no trenches,” Marchenko told the Kyiv Independent. “If nothing was done 

in the first days, Kherson’s fate would have awaited Mykolaiv.” 

According to the general, even though the city was not prepared well for war, residents were ready to act fast. 

“I was very happy to see that when we started digging trenches, locals shared their tools with our soldiers and even 

helped them,” Marchenko said. 

Poor leadership – Since Putin ascended to power in Russia, he has been engaged in a number of wars and conflicts.  

1999-2009 – second Russian-Chechnyan war - The second Russian-Chechnyan war continued for ten years between 

1999 and 2009. Fighting unfolded in Chechnya and the border regions of the North Caucasus. The first phase of the war 

lasted until the spring of 2000 and ended with the establishment of a pro-Russian Chechnyan government. However, 

this did not end the war. For the next 9 years, Russian special services waged a war against the insurgent movement in 

the North Caucasus. A journalist with Ukrainian roots, Anna Politkovska, wrote a book about this war and was killed on 

Putin’s birthday in 2006. A Hall of the European Parliament in Brussels is named after her. 

According to data, the Russian Federation’s armies have lost roughly 7,300 servicemen and mercenaries during the last 

ten years, while the Union of Committees of Soldiers’ Mothers of Russia estimates that at least 14,000 have died.  

2008 – Russian-Georgian war – In 2008, Russian troops, under the pretext of “protecting the population”, launched an 

invasion of Georgia from the territories of the separatist republics of North Osetiia and Abkhazia. Within five days, 

Russian planes carried out more than 100 strikes on Georgian cities. Bombs were dropped on civilian areas, killing and 

injuring innocent people. Since then, South Ossetia has remained an unrecognized republic under Russian control. 

During 6 days of the war, 170 Russian soldiers and their mercenaries were killed.  

2015-2022 – Russia’s invasion of Syria - The Russian invasion was a crucial moment in the Syrian civil war that began in 

2011. Back in early 2015, the government under Syrian President al-Assad was doomed to collapse. Russian weapons, 

air support, and troops reinforced Assad’s dictatorship and destroyed the lives of millions of people. This last-moment 

intervention helped Assad gain military superiority over the rebels by the end of 2017 and supports him until now. 

Between 321 and 444 Russian soldiers and mercenaries were killed over the war’s six years.  

2014-2022 – Russian-Ukrainian war - In the spring of 2014, Russia annexed Crimea and tried to create “people’s 

republics” in the east, south, and center of Ukraine. Russian citizens under the guise of the “independence movement” 

seized power in Donetsk and Luhansk with the support of Russian troops.  

Ukraine launched an anti-terrorist operation. After heavy fighting in 2014 and 2015, the undeclared war in eastern 

Ukraine went into a state of “frozen”. On February 24, 2022, Russia officially attacked Ukraine, calling it an “operation”. 

Putin’s assumption - Putin and his general staff believed that the Russian armed forces are invincible, having blown 

through these conflicts without pain and suffering. Massive bombing followed by huge troop ground invasions saw little 

resistance and rapid success.  

This induced a sense of ego and an overly robust but erroneous estimation of Russian ability in the field of war by Putin 

and his generals. 

The Russian public was only permitted to see successful and inconspicuous actions and results. Any and all news 

regarding civilian and infrastructural damage, as suffered in Syria, was blocked out by Kremlin decree. 
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Corruption silently reared its head when, post-2014, Putin allocated billions to updating the Russian arsenal and 

investing in military technology. It is widely reported that the majority of these funds actually went into Oligarchs’ and 

senior military officer pockets, whilst advising Putin that they had in fact improved the military as instructed. 

Enter 2022 February and Putin stated in public that they will be finished with Ukraine in 3 days. Absolute arrogance and 

egotism obviously ruled large in the Kremlin. But they firmly believed in their own unanimous opinion of themselves 

and their military power. They really believed they were invincible. 

Not only did they grossly miscalculate Ukrainian resistance and patriotic fervor, they also as grossly over-estimated 

their military ability and tactical “superiority.” In union with this misjudgment was their belief, a la 2014 and their 

Crimean invasion, that the world, and particular NATO, would stand aside and silently acquiesce to their Ukrainian 

adventure. Huge mistake. 

This exemplified gross negligence by Putin and his senior Kremlin general staff. Not only did they fatally err in these 

assumptions, but they also continued dated WWII tactics and military stewardship. Every command and move is 

controlled form the center – absolutely and with zero tolerance for operational dissent. The center knows best. 

Compounding this failure was and is the abysmal field performance by commanders. A consistent complaint by Russian 

soldiers has been the absolute lack of trust and conviction they have in their immediate commanders’ capabilities and 

battle performance. 

A prime example being the current Kherson theater where, in fear of being surrounded by Ukrainian forces, the Kremlin 

airlifted all field commanders out of the danger zone, leaving 20,000+ troops to their own fate. 

Further compounding these failures is the Russian system of draft, where conscripts are contractually guaranteed not 

to be posted to “hot” or “war” zones. Russian soldiers have shown intense resistance to staying in Ukraine. 

Russia has failed miserably at every level of command, from war strategy to field tactics. 

History will long evidence this in military chronicles, manuals and exercises. 
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On the other hand, assuming the constant Russian belief that Ukraine be destroyed, should it have had proven and 

enhanced war strategies and tactics, the war in Ukraine would have followed a vastly different path. 

Thank goodness for this failing. 

Lukashenka says Belarusian military planes ready to carry Russian nuclear armament - Belarus's ruler, 

Lukashenka, says his country's Su-24 military planes have been re-fitted to enable them to carry nuclear weapons. 

Lukashenka, who has allied himself with the Kremlin in Russia's war against Ukraine, said earlier today 26 he had 

agreed to the move with Russian President Vladimir Putin. 

"[The West] must understand that neither helicopters nor planes will save them if they go for escalation. We, along 

with Putin, said once in St. Petersburg that we will adapt the Belarusian Su [-24] planes as well to make them capable to 

carry nuclear arms. Do you think we were just yakking? Everything is ready!" Lukashenka told reporters in Minsk. 

Comment – Making Belarus a nuclear-capable adversary will attract very harsh counter measures from the world at 

large. The world is extremely intolerant of any country seeking such capabilities. We can expect a reaction should 

Lukashenko’s statements prove true. 

Impacts 

Soviet-era bomb shelters to be restored in Kazakhstan's largest city amid Russia's Ukraine invasion – 

The mayor of Kazakhstan's largest city, Almaty, says that all Soviet-era bomb shelters for civilians will be restored as 

security concerns grow across countries of the former Soviet Union after Moscow launched its ongoing invasion of 

Ukraine. 

Erbolat Dosaev said at a meeting with residents of Almaty's Almaly district on August 26 that the bomb shelters will be 

restored and renovated over the next three years at the personal request of President Qasym-Zhomart Toqaev. 

Answering a resident's question about the reasons for the move, Dosaev said the program -- which he called part of the 

"restoration of Soviet-time historic sites" -- was launched because the commercial capital of the oil-rich Central Asian 

nation is located in a seismically unsafe area. 

Ukrainian nuclear plant reconnected to grid - The Zaporizhzhia nuclear power plant, Europe’s largest, was back 

on the grid and supplying electricity to Ukraine on Friday, officials said, after it was disconnected for the first time in its 

40-year history. 

Ukraine war reveals need for more anti-drone tech, US Army says - Russia’s heavy use of a wide variety of 

drones against Ukraine has the U.S. Army rethinking its anti-drone plan, service officials said.  

Much of the Army’s current thinking is based on the Army’s experience in Iraq and Afghanistan, said Maj. Gen. Sean A. 

Gainey, who runs the service’s Joint C-UAS Office. In those wars, the United States could deploy very large armed 

drones virtually anywhere while adversaries such as ISIS were just beginning to use small drones to drop small 

munitions. So the United States developed and published a plan for dealing with small UAS in January 2021. 

“What we're seeing in Ukraine,” Gainey said, is that “when you scale this capability from a small quadcopter all the way 

up to a larger group three” —a drone that weighs around 1,300 pounds and flies at 1,800 feet—”and are able to 

leverage [intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance] to put other effects of other systems to bear, [it] really shows 

the importance of having counter UAS at scale, not just at a fixed site.”  
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The Army is trying to equip at least two divisions with new anti-drone weapons by Sept. 30, he said at an AUSA event 

on Tuesday. The Defense Department plans to spend $668 million on research into new anti-drone tech and $78 million 

on procurement of new technologies for the next fiscal year (starting in September and ending in October 2023.) 

China 

'China won't seize Mombasa Port over SGR loan' - A Chinese government official has said that China, even if 

Kenya defaults on repayment of the SGR loan, will not seize Mombasa Port. Wu Peng, the director-general of the 

Department of African Affairs in the Chinese Foreign Ministry said the Mombasa port will remain a Kenyan asset no 

matter what. 

“I can tell you very clearly, even if you default on the SGR loan, Mombasa port is still Kenya’s port. We cannot seize the 

Mombasa port according to the SGR agreements,” he said on Monday. The Standard Gauge Railway was built at a cost 

of $3.6 billion (Sh429 billion) by the China Roads and Bridge Company and it is Kenya’s biggest infrastructure project. 

Critics of outgoing president Uhuru Kenyatta have been lobbying to have the agreements signed between the 

government and the Chinese entities made public. Despite a court order, the government is still refusing to make public 

the loan contracts. 

Peng said there is nothing sinister in the contract and China did not and cannot cheat the Kenyan people. The diplomat 

said he is confident that the SGR can now repay the loan without straining the Kenyan taxpayers. 

China’s statement is all to do with the rising incidence of loanee defaults – where China by contract can take control of 

various listed assets within these countries. Sri Lankan and Pakistani defaults, together with other countries teetering 

toward default, led China this week to forgive loans to a number of African countries. They may be worried about a 

“run on the bank” with other BRI-participating members considering opting out of the arrangement – not something 

China wants to entertain.  

Chinese disinformation group targeted Pelosi’s Taiwan visit - As international attention focused on U.S. House 

Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s visit to Taiwan this week, a Chinese disinformation campaign used fake news sites and fake 

social media accounts to try to undermine US-Taiwanese relations. It’s the work of a new group that has used similar 

methods to promote false information on everything from the recent Supreme Court abortion ruling to bioweapons in 

Ukraine.  

U.S. cybersecurity company Mandiant discovered that the Chinese group, dubbed HaiEnergy, had published “two 

articles critical” of Pelosi, D-Calif., “in response to reports that she may visit Taiwan in early August. The articles 

[published on August 1] assert that Pelosi should ‘stay away from Taiwan’ and highlight perceived tarnished relations 

between the U.S. and Taiwan,” Mandiant said in a blog post released Thursday.  

The HaiEnergy group published fake articles across a variety of fake news outlets. HaiEnergy also attacked former U.S. 

Secretary of State Mike Pompeo’s trip to Taiwan in March, using fake Taiwanese news sites, and pushed the narrative 

that the United States would be an unreliable partner to Taiwan in the event of a Chinese invasion.  

The group has also spread false information in Ukrainian, claiming that the United States was conducting biowarfare 

experiments in Ukraine that resulted in deaths. They’ve run articles in English claiming that pro-choice protestors in the 

United States met with police violence after the recent Supreme Court decision.  

The group is also behind numerous posts and articles targeting academics who openly discuss China’s numerous and 

well-documented human rights abuses in Xinjiang, Mandiant asserts. 
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Putin 

“Ein Volk – Ein Fuhrer – Ein Reich” – Russia is using the same language as used by Nazi spokespeople and Hitler 

supporters – “One Country – One President – One People” 

General Winter – Putin is hoping that General Winter will come to his aid as it did to previous invaders of Russian 

soil. Both Hitler and Napoleon found winter to be their nemeses when caught on the cold, freezing terrain that is Russia 

in winter. 

Putin’s hope is that he can hold out long enough so that he can place pressure on the EU and its leaders through 

internal political dissent as arising out of high natural gas and oil prices, brushing in signs of a pending recession – 

political suicide for a politician looking for re-election or to stay in office. 

August is the warmest month in Ukraine and western Russia, whereafter it increasingly gets colder through late 

December, lasting until January/February. 

Small wonder that NATO and the US are pumping weapons and long-range artillery into Ukrainian ranks in order to 

accelerate their pushing back of Russian front lines. 

General Winter is thought to be the last hurrah for Putin, for if this fails, then he is truly out of options. The West is 

keenly aware thereof and gearing to this end. 

Watch carefully what weapons are being routed to Ukraine and the quantities thereof. Plane spotters along the US 

eastern seaboard are reporting around-the-clock air movements of C-17 transport planes.  

The most potent pressure Putin faces won’t come from the West, it will come from the Russian people 

- For everyday Russians, the lens into the war in Ukraine is through a camera operated by Vladimir Putin. 

Through propagandized content on state-controlled broadcast and print media outlets, Russians are told the falsehood 

that the war’s mission is to free Ukrainians from the West-allied Nazified regime in Kyiv, and that, by the way, Ukraine 

really shouldn’t exist as its own country because it has always belonged to Russia. They’re told that Ukrainians actually 

want to be liberated by Russian forces so they can be welcomed into the Kremlin’s fold. 

And mothers, fathers, siblings and children of Russian soldiers are told lies about the fate of their men, or not told at all. 

But there’s another source of pressure that may be able to cut much deeper into Putin’s obstinacy. Pressure at home, 

from the Russian people. 

Putin has eluded massive blowback from everyday Russians principally because his Kremlin controls all levers of media. 

The version of the war in Ukraine that Russians get is the version Putin shapes, or more precisely, fabricates. Truth is 

hard to come by on Russian airwaves, in most Russian print media and even on the internet. Anyone or any entity that 

dares to swim against the tide risks the Kremlin’s wrath. 

But there are rising incidences of public unrest in Moscow and other Russian centers. Just as there are increasing 

reports that Putin’s grip on power is slipping away. 

Putin’s domestic support is going to become impatient if his casualties continue at the catastrophic rate of 500 a day. 

Well, now they have. Moreover, there are attacks on his air force, there is talk of attacks on his navy, and there is news 

that saboteurs have struck his forces in Crimea. It seems that there is hardly any good news out there for Putin. 

Now there is growing evidence that the educated classes may be slipping away. Russians who work in IT are showing 

increased impatience with his war. The young are tiring of it, and the educated classes, such as IT workers who are 
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mobile and can exit Russia, are leaving, and at an alarming rate. They and other Russians are leaving the motherland for 

places such as the former Soviet state of Georgia. International corporations are making use of their services. 

Everyday commodities, which Russians in large cities have grown accustomed to or is all they have known, are starting 

to run out, raising awareness that something is amiss. Car repair is becoming an impossible task as most mechanics 

have been forced into maintaining military equipment, buying a new car and other household appliances is quickly 

becoming more difficult. 

Continuing reports are being received that Russians are increasingly taking to the streets in order to express dissent 

with Putin’s “military exercise.” 

‘Power struggle’ in Moscow is Putin’s ‘worst nightmare’ - International Institute for Strategic Studies’ William 

Alberque says Putin’s nightmare is that some sort of succession crisis begins and “threatens his ability to control the 

country.” 

Mr Alberque said he knows Russia is going to blame Ukraine “up and down” for the death of Darya Dugina, the 

daughter of one of Putin’s closest allies Alexander Dugin. 

“But honestly, this looks like a power struggle within Moscow, and I think that’s Putin’s worst nightmare,” Mr Alberque 

told Sky News Australia. 

“That’s Putin’s nightmare, is that some sort of succession crisis begins and undermines his rule and really threatens his 

ability to control the country.” 

Daria Dugina's assassination could spell trouble for Putin's allies in Russia - Earlier this week in Russia, there 

was a televised funeral for Daria Dugina, just days after she was killed in a car bombing in Moscow. 

Dugina was a Russian propagandist who supported her country's invasion of Ukraine, both on TV and online. Her death 

made global headlines, both for its violence and because of the political prominence of her father, Alexander Dugin. 

It also signaled that Moscow's elite may not be safe in their own city, said Marlene Laruelle, the director of the Institute 

for European, Russian, and Eurasian Studies at George Washington University. 

"The war is progressively coming to them in the Russian territory," she said. 

"The message the killing is sending, even if we cannot interpret exactly who did that and who the actual target was, is 

that if you can have a terrorist act in Moscow, in the middle of the war, it means elites are suddenly not feeling secure 

anymore." 

Comment – Pictures of the deceased woman were broadcast of her lying in her casket in Moscow. The very strange 

thing about this though is that there does not appear to be any sign of wounds or injuries as are always present when 

someone dies in an explosion. 

She appears serene and unmarked, raising comment across the media spectrum of why this is so. 

Russian politician Yevgeny Roizman reportedly detained - Russian authorities have detained a politician who is 

known for his criticism of the Kremlin and the invasion of Ukraine, according to a local news agency. 

Yevgeny Roizman is being investigated for "discrediting the Russian army", Russia's TASS news agency reported on 

Wednesday, citing Yekaterinburg security services. 
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Russian surveillance cameras hacked to blast pro-Ukraine music over speakers - Hackers broke into dozens 

of surveillance cameras in Russia and Russian-occupied territories on Wednesday in order to play pro-Ukrainian music 

through the cameras’ speakers in honor of Ukraine’s Independence Day. 

Putin orders an increase in troops - For months now, Russian commanders and recruiters have been conducting a 

quiet but sweeping campaign to find more men to replenish the ranks. 

State TV newscasts have shown telephone numbers where volunteers can call to get information about joining what 

the Kremlin calls its "special military operation.” Lawmakers have removed the upper age limit for men to serve under 

contract. Headhunter websites are littered with vacancies for "contract soldiers” with lucrative wages and benefits. 

Officials reportedly want to create "volunteer battalions" in every one of Russia’s 80-plus regions. Reports say private 

mercenary companies are offering convicted inmates reductions in sentences in exchange for signing up. Conscripts, 

who are barred from serving in combat, are being coerced into signing contracts to extend service. 

One thing the Kremlin and the Defense Ministry have refused to do, however, is declare a general mobilization, a move 

that could smash Russian society’s tacit acceptance of the war and the Kremlin’s stated aims. 

On August 25, though, President Vladimir Putin took a smaller -- but consequential -- step to pull Russians deeper into 

the war. 

In a decree published on the Kremlin website, Putin ordered a substantial hike in the number of active-duty soldiers: an 

increase of 13 percent, or 137,000 troops, for a total of 1.15 million. 

The order, which takes effect January 1, ushers in the first change in the overall size of the military in five years. No 

explanation accompanied it. Neither the Kremlin, nor Putin, nor the Defense Ministry uttered a word about it in public. 

“The Kremlin’s biggest concern in fighting the war in Ukraine right now is manpower,” said Oscar Jonsson, a researcher 

at the Swedish Defense University in Stockholm. 

Putin raises termination age in armed forces – Putin has raised the age of termination in Russia’s armed forces 

to 60 years. Another sign of recruitment desperation. 

Lack of training – Russian forces are so strapped for recruits that they are sending them into battle without adequate 

training. Recruits are literally being signed up, given a few weeks training and sent into front lines with numbers of 

them being killed within three days of arrival. 

This is having a detrimental effect on other soldiers and military folk, aside from families trying to find news of loved 

ones. Russia and the Kremlin do not report or publicize deaths or injuries in action, keeping these secret – for obvious 

reasons. There are still thousands of Russian soldiers’ bodies in Ukraine awaiting repatriation to their homeland. 

Prisoners being promised freedom – The Kremlin is promising Russian criminal prisoners freedom and expunging 

of their records if they are willing to sign up for fighting in Ukraine. 

Friends of Putin critic found dead in D.C. spurn suicide theory - Ten days after the sudden death of an 

outspoken Kremlin critic in Washington, D.C., was deemed a “suicide” in the press, friends of Dan Rapoport fear there 

are nefarious forces at play to make sure the truth stays buried. 

Rapoport, 52, was found dead in front of a lavish apartment building on the evening of Aug. 14 by police officers said to 

be responding to reports of a “jumper,” according to a preliminary police report. Though the report notes he fell to his 

death in the early evening hours, they said there were no known witnesses, despite the building’s location in a bustling 

area right across from a popular hotel. 
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Eerily, he died in the exact same manner as his former business partner, Sergei Tkachenko, who plunged to his death 

from a Moscow apartment building in 2017. 

Containment 

Ukraine shortly to receive further HIMARS systems – it is being reported that Ukrainian stocks of HIMARS 

systems is about to be boosted from 12  to 60 units, together with ample ammunition. 

This will allow Ukraine to strike even more ammo dumps, command centers and strategic points. Added to these is the 

increased range being provided with more advanced units capable of reaching enemy targets some 100 miles further 

behind Russian front lines. 

Poland to receive 250 advanced Abrams tanks under $1 billion contract - The US Army has officially inked 

the long-awaited contract with General Dynamics Land Systems to send the most advanced version of its Abrams tank 

to Poland, the service announced today. 

GDLS, the prime Abrams manufacturer, will deliver 250 M1A2 System Enhancement Program version 3 (SEPv3) Abrams 

tanks to the Polish army under a $1.15 billion contract, capping off a year-long push by the NATO ally to buy the tanks. 

The announcement comes as the Russian invasion of Ukraine, which borders Poland to the southeast, enters its sixth 

month. 

“NATO’s strength lies in its unity, which has never been greater than it is today,” said Doug Bush, assistant secretary of 

the Army for acquisition, logistics and technology, in a statement. “This award is an example of the Army’s continuing 

work with our industry partners to increase production of critical military equipment capabilities to ensure we continue 

to meet the needs of our partners and allies.” 

Vampires - Among the new weapons to be transferred to Ukraine: a counter-drone system called Vampire—an  

acronym for Vehicle-Agnostic Modular Palletized ISR Rocket Equipment. Pictures on L3Harris Technologies' website 

show the rockets mounted in the back of a Toyota Tundra pickup truck. Since Vampire is "vehicle-agnostic" it can 

presumably be installed in the bed of any pickup. 

Vampire features 

• Designed to complement the low-cost, low-

signature and availability of common NTVs and 

fit in any pickup or vehicle with a cargo bed 

• Installation can be completed in approximately 

two hours by two people using common tools 

• Can be configured to meet customer-specific 

requirements 

• Everything is on the pallet. Power supply 

eliminates the need for a 24-volt alternator on 

the vehicle 

• The WESCAM MX-10™- RSTA independent 

stabilized sighting system provides ISR 

overmatch 

• Can be equipped with APKWS or other laser-

guided munitions 
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Sanctions 

EU Energy ministers to hold emergency meeting to discuss energy crisis - The European Union will hold 

emergency talks to address the energy crisis brought on by Russia's invasion of Ukraine. 

Czech Prime Minister Petr Fiala, whose country currently holds the EU Presidency, announced in a tweet on August 26 

that the bloc's energy ministers would soon convene "to discuss specific emergency measures to address the energy 

situation." No date has been announced for the meeting. 

The 27-country bloc has taken steps to lessen its dependence on Russian energy imports and recently introduced a plan 

calling on member states to cut natural gas use by 15 percent. 

U.S. expands export sanction to seven more Chinese tech firms - The United States added seven Chinese 

state-affiliated companies in the aerospace and semiconductor sectors to its so-called Entity List for export controls, 

citing national security concerns. 

According to a statement Tuesday by the U.S. Department of Commerce, the newly added entities include four 

research institutes under China Aerospace Science and Technology Corp., two under state-owned military technology 

firm China Electronics Technology Group Corp. and satellite company Zhuhai Orbita Control Systems. 

The Commerce Department said it added the entities for “acquiring and attempting to acquire U.S.-origin items in 

support of China’s military modernization efforts.” 

Background: The Entity List prohibits U.S. companies from doing business with certain foreign entities and individuals. 

It includes about 600 Chinese companies and institutions deemed to be operating against U.S. national security and 

foreign policy interests. 

Companies already on the list include Chinese telecom giant Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd., leading chipmaker 

Semiconductor Manufacturing International Corp. and surveillance technology leader Hangzhou Hikvision Digital 

Technology Co. 

The Entity List played a major role in Washington’s 2019 campaign to curb China’s rising technological prowess. More 

than 110 companies have been added to the list since U.S. President Joe Biden took office. 

Cyber Warfare 

Russian involvement suspected in cyberattack targeting Montenegrin government - Montenegro suspects 

Russian involvement in a massive cyberattack targeting government websites and infrastructure, the second such 

attack on the Balkan country in less than a week. 

A high-ranking source with the National Security Agency (ANB) told RFE/RL's Balkan Service that "critical state 

infrastructure" was targeted in the early morning cyberattack on August 26 and that Russian security services are 

suspected of involvement. 

The ANB source, who requested anonymity due to the sensitivity of the issue, described the cyberattack as 

"unprecedented" in scale and said it was prepared over a long period of time. 
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GeoMilitary 

Azerbaijani forces take over strategic town linking Armenia with Nagorno-Karabakh - Azerbaijani 

President Aliyev says his country’s armed forces have taken control over Lachin, which links the breakaway region of 

Nagorno-Karabakh with Armenia, that had been under the control of Russian peacekeepers since November 2020. 

Aliyev wrote on Twitter on August 26 that Azerbaijani armed forces also now control the villages of Zabux and Sus in 

the Lachin district. 

Armenia lost control over parts of the breakaway region and seven adjacent districts, including Lachin, as part of the 

Russian-brokered cease-fire after a six-week war over Nagorno-Karabakh broke out in 2020, leaving more than 6,500 

dead. An estimated 2,000 Russian troops have been deployed to monitor the situation. 

GeoPolitics 

U.S. to establish ambassador's post for Arctic as NATO homes in on region's defense - The US is 

establishing a new ambassadorial position for the Arctic as NATO has stressed the strategic challenges Russia's 

increased activity in the increasingly competitive region poses for the military alliance. 

"The ambassador-at-large for the Arctic region will advance US policy in the Arctic, engage with counterparts in Arctic 

and non-Arctic nations, as well as indigenous groups," the US State Department said in an August 26 statement. 

The US is one of the eight littoral states of the Arctic and is a member of the Arctic Council, an intergovernmental forum 

that promotes cooperation in region. 

Competition over the Arctic's natural resources has increased in recent years, with Russia investing heavily in military 

security, mining efforts, and expanded trade routes. 

Moscow has also attempted to expand its zone in the Arctic region, based on its claims that a ridge beneath the Arctic 

Ocean is an extension of its territory. 

During a visit to the Canadian Arctic on August 26, NATO Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg lauded Canada's recently 

announced investments in new defense systems in the region. 

"The importance of the High North is increasing for NATO and for Canada because we see a significant Russian military 

buildup," Stoltenberg said. 

Stoltenberg noted that Moscow had reopened hundreds of Soviet-era military facilities in the Arctic and warned that 

Russia and China were partnering to challenge NATO's values and interests in the region. 

Following Russia's unprovoked invasion of Ukraine in February, Canada announced in June that it plans to invest $3.8 

billion to upgrade NORAD, a joint U.S.-Canadian defense organization for North America, over the next six years. 

Climate change is also a great source of concern in the Arctic region, which is home to numerous indigenous peoples 

whose livelihoods have been greatly affected by environmental changes. 

Comment – China has assumed for itself the status of “near-Arctic state.” Beijing has long considered the Arctic to be 

important to its strategic, economic, and environmental interests. In accordance with international legal treaties, 

particularly the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea and the Spitsbergen Treaty, China has rights in the 

Arctic high seas such as scientific research, freedom of navigation and overflight, fishery, cable-laying, and resource 

development. 
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Two major Chinese companies: the China National Petroleum Corporation and the Silk Road Fund are both major 

shareholders in Novatek’s Yamal LNG project – a liquefied natural gas project located in northern Russia. 

In applying its shipbuilding prowess to exploit this entirely new market for ice-class ships, China is forging a true win-

win for China-Russia relations. Moreover, Beijing and Moscow are doing this with the Yamal Arctic gas field as one of 

the premier crown jewels of their enhanced bilateral cooperation. 

In January 2018, China published its first-ever official Arctic White Paper, which defines China’s policy goals in the 

region as follows: “To understand, protect, develop and participate in the governance of the Arctic, so as to safeguard 

the common interests of all countries and the international community in the Arctic, and promote sustainable 

development of the Arctic”. The White Paper underlines that the Chinese government respects the sovereign rights of 

the eight Arctic states in the region. At the same time, it portrays the Arctic as a globally shared space, a “community 

with a shared future for mankind.” Notably, the White Paper defines China as a “near-Arctic state” which has 

legitimate rights in the region – and argues that Arctic states should respect these rights, including the right to conduct 

scientific research, navigate, perform flyovers, fish, lay submarine cables and pipelines, and even explore and exploit 

natural resources in the Arctic high seas. 

In geographic terms, of course, China is located far from the Arctic region: its northernmost tip is located almost 1500 

kilometres south from the Arctic Circle. As China has no history of extensive Arctic scientific expeditions either, it had to 

undertake serious efforts over the past decade to convince the eight Arctic states of its status as a legitimate 

stakeholder in the region – without such recognition, they would not have granted China an observer status in the key 

regional intergovernmental organization, the Arctic Council, in 2013. 


